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Robots Play Soccer
The Darmstadt Dribblers have some of the most
impressive humanoid robots in the RoboCup
tournament. For the second year in a row, the team
from the Technische Universität Darmstadt, Germany,
took the title in the kid-size humanoid league (for robots
30-60 centimeters tall). How did they do it?

Denmark Solar House
The lead architect of a model solar home in Denmark
explains some of the design choices that went into the
house's construction. The house generates its own
energy, monitors its own climate, and opens its own
windows, all in service of comfort and a small
environmental footprint.

Gold Around The World
IEEE GOLD (Graduates of Last Decade) launched this
project to celebrate the 125th Anniversary of IEEE during
2009. This project was awarded with the "2009 MGA
GOLD Achievement Award," thanks to all the participants
around the world!

 

Upcoming Webinars

Emotional Intelligence

Session Abstract:

Why do smart people do dumb

things? Is IQ the only predictor of

success in life and work?

The webinar will attempt to answer

some of these questions and help

participants become aware of the

business case for learning and

applying Emotional Intelligence at

work. Topics include the nature of

emotional intelligence and how the

brain works, the four dimensions of

Emotional Intelligence (EQ), and

developing and applying

self-awareness, self-management,

social awareness, and relationship

management skills.

Presenter: Alice Fuscaldo

Date: Tuesday,

19 October 2010

Time: 2:00 - 3:00 PM EDT

Cost: Free to all members

Learn More and Register Now!
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FOLLOW IEEE.TV

 

Save 15% On New Releases From Wiley-IEEE Press!

Use Member Discount Code 18493 at Checkout

CMOS: Circuit Design, Layout, and Simulation, 3rd Edition R. Jacob
Baker
9780470881323, Cloth, August 2010, Wiley-IEEE Press
Regular Price: US$125.00, Discount Price: US$106.25

WiMAX Technology and Network Evolution
Kamran Etemad, Ming-Yee Lai
9780470343876, Paper, August 2010, Wiley-IEEE Press
Regular Price: US$59.95, Discount Price: US$50.96

ComSoc Pocket Guide to Managing Telecommunications Projects
Celia Desmond
9780470284759, Paper, September 2010, Wiley-IEEE Press
Regular Price: US$59.95, Discount Price: US$50.96

Robotic Micro-Assembly
Michal Gauthier, Stéphane Regnier
9780470484173, Cloth, September 2010, Wiley-IEEE Press
Regular Price: US$110.00, Discount Price: US$93.50

FOLLOW Wiley-IEEE Press

 

Did You Know?

The IEEE Section Activities module, under the

Communities tab, shows you different section activities

taking place around the globe. There you can find

workshops, section meetings, conferences, and facility

tour announcements. Presently, some of the features

you'll find for each activity are detailed meeting

announcements, registration links, and VCAL and iCal

calendar file generators to add meetings to your

personal calendar. So whether you are searching for

activities in neighboring sections, or are traveling to

Sponsored by Graduates of the

Last Decade (GOLD)

Share Your Experience!

Are you interested in sharing your

IEEE experience with other

members? Depending on the stage

of your career, where you live, or

your most pressing needs, you

may use your IEEE membership

benefits differently than others.

Sharing these experiences with

other members is a key benefit of

membership. The IEEE Member

Benefits Bulletin will soon launch a

new feature in which members will

talk about how they use their

member benefits. If you would like

to participate, please send an

e-mail to n.lehotzky@ieee.org.

Survey

Thank you to all who responded to

last month's question. Here are the

results of the poll:

(click the image to read, JPEG

34KB)

This month's question:

In what areas do you most often

take advantage of an IEEE member

discount?

Check back next month for the

results.

Society Focus
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another city, check out the section activities and see

what's going on near you.

Eta Kappa Nu (HKN)

IEEE is pleased to announce that effective 1 September 2010, the merger between Eta Kappa

Nu (HKN), a non-profit, public-service organization comprised of nearly 200 university chapters,

and IEEE, the world’s largest technical professional association, is now complete, making Eta

Kappa Nu the official honor society of IEEE. IEEE-HKN, as it will be now be known, will recognize

scholarship and academic excellence in student leaders, young professionals and eminent

scholars in the IEEE technical fields of interest.

The completion of the merger agreement makes HKN an

organizational unit of IEEE. IEEE-HKN will be headed by its own

board of governors, which is elected by the chapters of HKN and

is responsible for HKN’s customs and rituals, criteria for

membership, and managing IEEE-HKN resources. All existing 200

HKN chapters will continue to operate as they have in the past

and, beginning in 2011, new HKN inductees will join IEEE as

members.

The merger enables both organizations to expand their current membership offerings.

Previously, Eta Kappa Nu had presence only in the United States, Canada and Mexico, and IEEE

did not have an honor category for its student members. Between IEEE and Eta Kappa Nu an

enhanced ability to recognize, nurture and promote leadership and excellence in the profession –

especially among young professionals and students – will be provided. IEEE expects that the

new honor category for IEEE student members will serve as an incentive to extend involvement

in IEEE after graduation from university programs.

More information will follow next month.

Special Member Price: 2010 IEEE-USA Salary Survey
The IEEE-USA Salary Survey 2010 - 23rd Edition has just

been released. Find out how much money you should be

making based on your experience, level of education, and

geographic location. Also find out about what type of benefits

are standard in industry and academia. The data is based on

on over 14,000 responses from IEEE members located in the

U.S. This is one of the most comprehensive salary surveys of

and for IEEE members. The member price is: U.S.$75.

Purchase your copy today!

Understand Energy Storage Systems and Their Use in

Supporting Renewable Energy and Hybrid Vehicles
Based on the 2009 IEEE Energy Conversion Congress and Exposition in-person tutorial, the new

IEEE eLearning Library tutorials developed by Dr. John M. Miller on “Fundamentals and

Application Engineering of Electrochemical Capacitors” are a great resource for those interested

in gaining a better understanding of energy storage systems that utilize ultracapacitors. These

tutorials will be of high interest to engineering professionals in charge of energy storage systems

that support renewable energy and hybrid vehicles. To learn more about these new tutorials,

please visit the IEEE eLearning Library.

IEEE Geoscience and Remote

Sensing Society

The fields of interest of the IEEE

Geoscience and Remote Sensing

Society are the theory, concepts,

and techniques of science and

engineering as they apply to the

remote sensing of the earth,

oceans, atmosphere, and space,

as well as the processing,

interpretation and dissemination of

this information.

Members of GRSS come from both

engineering and scientific

disciplinary backgrounds. Those

with engineering backgrounds often

support geoscientific investigations

with the design and development

of hardware and data processing

techniques, thereby requiring of

them familiarity in areas such as

geophysics, geology, hydrology,

meteorology, etc. This fusion of

geoscientific and engineering

disciplines gives GRSS a unique

interdisciplinary character and an

exciting role in furthering remote

sensing science and technology.

Learn more about the IEEE

Geoscience and Remote

Sensing Society or join today.

Benefit Index

AskIEEE

Awards

Career Alert

Consultants Database

Education Partners Program

Financial Services

Home & Office Services

IEEE Conferences

IEEE E-mail Alias

IEEE Foundation

IEEE Job Site

IEEE Member Digital Library

IEEE Potentials Magazine

IEEE Sections

IEEE Societies

IEEE Standards

IEEE Women in Engineering

IEEE Xplore Digital Library

Insurance Services

Mentoring Connection

Microsoft Software for IEEE Students

Proceedings of the IEEE

Scholarships

IEEE Shop
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Find more than 160 other available eLearning tutorials by viewing the full catalog today.

IEEE Day Celebration Begins 7 October
The inaugural edition of IEEE Day will be held 7-8 October 2010, a global event to celebrate the

achievements of IEEE members. IEEE Day recognizes IEEE members - past, present, and future

- on the anniversary of the first time IEEE members gathered to share their technical ideas back

in 1884.

IEEE Members and organizational units around the

world (Regions, Sections, Societies, Chapters,

Affinity Groups, Student Branches, etc.) are

encouraged to take an active roll in organizing

celebration events. IEEE Day provides an

exceptional opportunity to recognize existing

members, and introduce potential members to

IEEE.

More information about IEEE Day can be found at

www.ieeeday.org.

FOLLOW IEEE Day

IEEE T-shirt Giveaway
Congratulations to our September 2010 IEEE Merchandise Giveaway
winners. Five random IEEE Members are selected each month.

Name Section City Country
Avraham Zloof New York New York USA
Dattaprasad Torse Bangalore Belgaum India
Kenneth M. Austin Milwaukee Genoa City USA
Michael H. Hain Susquehanna Lewistown USA
Saeed Zolfaghari Toronto Toronto Canada

IEEE apparel, headwear, giveaways, supplies, and more are available for purchase at the IEEE
Merchandise Store.

Technical Councils

The Institute Newsletter

Today's Engineer

Travel

Volunteering

Let an IEEE staff member answer a

question about your member

benefits.

Ask a Question

 

If you would like to be removed from this e-mail distribution, please Unsubscribe from List. If you have unsubscribed in error, please Subscribe to
List.
To unsubscribe from all mailings, use your IEEE Web Account to update your "Personal Profile and Communication Preferences."
Replies to this message will not reach IEEE. Due to local email service/provider settings, random characters may appear in some instances.

Although the IEEE is pleased to offer the privilege of membership to individuals and groups in the OFAC embargoed countries, the IEEE cannot
offer certain services to members from such countries.

IEEE
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445 Hoes Lane
Piscataway, NJ 08854 USA
+1 800 678 4333 (toll free, US & Canada)
+1 732 981 0060 (Worldwide)
For more information or questions regarding your IEEE membership or IEEE Web Account, please direct your inquiries to the IEEE Contact Center.
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